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PAT Meeting #30 03/05/2021

Attendance:
● 6 UB Backbone Staff (Kassa Belay, Dionne Grayman, Athenia Rodney,

Briona Clark, Aileen Gonzalez, Ruth Horry)
● 22 PAT Members
● 12 FAB members

Meeting Objectives:
● In-depth introduction to Learning Landscapes at home and how PAT

members can support it
● Welcome new UB backbone team member, Ruth Horry!
● Schedule 1:1 sessions with Aileen Gonzalez, EI Ambassador, and Ruth

Horry, FAB Fellow
● PAT member invitations to troubleshoot challenges and explore partnership

opportunities

Icebreaker
● Ub asked the PAT “What is one superpower that would make you more

effective in your work? Why?”
● Answers included: flying, mind reading, hyper focus, super memory, the

ability to speak any language, being in more than one place at the same time,
instantly understanding others’ perspectives, teleportation, no need to sleep,
multitasking, the ability to download any information

Last Month’s PAT and FAB
● Leadership Council meeting summary and plug-ins

○ DOHMH discussion about medical institutional distrust
○ DOE connections on data delivery and enrollment boosting efforts
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● Early Intervention data presentation showing the referral disparity among
Black children in Brownsville almost disappear and updates from the EI
Ambassador

● Reviewed Community Cares project
Learning Landscapes at Home

● LL Activity Cards
○ Learning Landscapes had to be shifted from public spaces due to the

Covid-19 pandemic
○ Using expertise from FAB roundtables, we merged Learning

Landscapes and Books for Brownsville into a card activity that can be
used at home or on-the-go

○ Cards will be paired with a MarliBox, a themed, culturally-tailored,
Sensory Diversity learning kit

○ Athenia walked through the revising of Learning Landscapes into
family-oriented activity cards featuring characters specifically
redesigned to feel homely to Brownsville

○ Each card includes an activity to develop motor, math, literary, and
social emotional skills in children using things families already have
at home

○ Kristen Rocha Aldrich, FAB member from Reach Out & Read
partnered with us as our curriculum writer

● Marlibox Learning Kit



○ Crafts and materials for sensory exploration that can be used with the
activity cards

○ Includes non-toxic supplies and disclaimers of small object
monitoring for young children

○ Designated for children between 0-8 year olds
● Learning Landscape Cards



● U of Oregon
○ University of Oregon helped to develop evaluations, strategies,

targets, and outcomes
○ Targets for the PAT

■ Increased coordination with PAT members
■ Increased caregiver and provider knowledge on transforming

everyday items and settings into opportunities for learning
■ Increased ability for caregivers or providers to implement

Learning Landscapes at home virtually
○ Outcomes for the PAT

■ Increased children’s self-direction towards learning from
everyday items and settings

■ Increased confidence of providers to serve community members
during COVID-19

■ Increased access to and belief in local expertise as a source for
system-wide learning

● PAT as trusted messengers
○ Trusted messengers are expected to deliver and/or incorporate cards as

apart of everyday interaction with caregivers and children
○ Questions for the PAT to consider

■ Can you think of 5-10 Bville families you or a staff member see
or meet regularly?

■ Are you willing to participate in a 1-2 hour training on best
practices?

■ Can you complete and submit evaluations based on your
experience with the cards/kits?

■ The Backbone asked the PAT to raise their hand if this applies
to them

■ Dawn Fine, Robin Smith, J. Butts, and Evan all raised their
hands

■ FAB and Saturday Session member will be receiving kits but
UB will be asking the PAT to help with distributing kits and
cards



UB FAB Fellow
● Ruth Horry, the new FAB fellow, introduced herself and explained her goals

for her role
● The vision for the role is to aid in the creation of trusted relationships

between providers and coordinated, supported, amd joyful Brownsville
residents

● Duties for this role include increasing the engagement of FAB members,
connecting with and supporting PAT members, and managing the UB Family
Well Being Checklist Tool

Activity: 3 meetings in 1
● For the activity, the backbone created three virtual rooms for the PAT to visit

as they pleased
● Room 1: PAT members share professional challenges and opportunities for

collaboration with each other
○ Nikki Evans, Executive Director of The Jeremiah Program -

Introduced herself and her organization which focuses on single
mother’s economic mobility through empowerment and education and
is looking for mothers to join it’s next cohort

■ Linked here: https://jeremiahprogram.org/apply/
○ Joyce Revere of Brooklyn Public Library

■ BPL is experiencing a virtual challenge of keeping their literary
programs targeted to the audience of Brownsville specifically,
instead they have parents joining from all over the city. They
feel they are not as connected to the community and would like
to get back in contact with Brownsville parents.

● Renee suggested working with FQHCs, shelters, WIC
director and shared a contact

● Ann Murphy offered to connect them to her
building-mates including Nurse Family Partnership

● Ashanti suggested reaching more Brownsville residents
through fliers or through community events online

https://jeremiahprogram.org/apply/


● Athenia suggested collecting emails and contact
information from residents who attend so the BPL can
send out continual event reminders

● Norah of WNET can promote them through their tailored
texting service called Bright by Text
(https://www.wnet.org/education/bright-by-text/) which
sends you developmental tips and local events and
resources, UB and Reach Out and Read have both used it
successfully

■ BPL is also looking for tools to collect and evaluate more
quantitative data on their emergent literacy programs

● Nikki suggested tracking parental behavior and
frequency of return to the program as a possible metric

● Kassa will share UB’s pre- and post-program survey
○ Wnet has also been doing virtual workshops about optimizing screen

time. PAT members can reach out to Norah if they would like to lead
one.

○ Meredith Jones - Meredith’s coworker is hosting literacy partners
spanish language workshops on social emotional development and can
be contacted here: Luisana.segu@jstart.org

○ Kristen Rocha Aldirch is looking for people to partner with her
bi-lingual reading room

Vaccine-Specific Efforts
○ SCO held a town hall where residents could ask questions about the

vaccine without judgment or pressure
○ Athenia R. has organized multiple educational vaccine events
○ Renee Muir will have a town hall for Van Dyke Houses and is looking

for trusted messengers to participate in a train the trainer which
includes stipends. She has found a lack of accessible information fliers
which she believes to be an opportunity for increased vaccine equity.

○ Community board 16 is currently working on vaccine equity
initiatives and will connect with FAB and PAT

https://www.wnet.org/education/bright-by-text/
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○ There is a need for assistance with the difficult appointment-making
system for less tech-savvy community members as brought up by Seth

○ There is also a need for more information about COVID-19 “long
haulers” who experienced prolonged health issues well past initial
recovery

■ Renee Muir shared her own experience as a long-hauler and
will share their FAQ about the vaccine; Renee suggests getting
tested at least once a month to every 6 weeks

○ Robin Smith shared a helpful video -
https://www.greaterthancovid.org/theconversation/?utm_source=betw
eenusaboutus.com&utm_medium=vanity%20url

○ Maggie has an opening for a nurse home visitors at Nurse Family
Partnership

● Room 2: Join a breakout room with Ruth Horry, UB’s new FAB fellow, to
hear more about how she plans to provide support, ask questions, or
schedule a meeting

○ PAT members can schedule a meeting with Ruth below
○ https://calendly.com/ruthhorry34

● Room 3: Join a breakout room with Aileen, UB’s Early Intervention
Ambassador to hear about her progress working directly with Brownsville
families and providers

● Athenia was invited to present in front of Robinhood board members
looking to get more information about concerns plaguing the community,
specifically aiming at being seen as a trusted messenger themselves; Their
focus should be on increasing resident leadership as well as youth resident
leadership empowerment.
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